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DIGISMART® PTAC CURTAIN GUARDS
Designed exclusively for Amana® brand  

DigiSmart R-410A refrigerant PTAC units

Wise Decision.
It’s an Amana® brand.

Avoid losing guest comfort, energy efficiency and customers 
with Amana® brand curtain guards. Designed exclusively 
for Amana brand DigiSmart® R-410A refrigerant PTAC units, 
the curtain guards install in a snap with no interference to 
in-room scheduled maintenance. It’s a simple solution to 
a potentially costly problem. These matching guards are 
made from the same molded plastic as the front panel of 
the Amana brand PTAC offering a seamless, finished look 
and not compromising any decor.

Give your guests uninterrupted, consistent comfort. Add 
the Amana brand’s new curtain guards to your existing 
PTACs. Order them for any new or replacement units, too.

Improve Guest Comfort
■■ Improved airflow
■■ Focused cooling and heating air distribution

Save Energy
■■ Curtain guards can help reduce PTAC run time by supplying 

air to the room and not behind a curtain

Lower Operational Costs
■■ Supplying air to the room and not behind a curtain can 

reduce on/off time
■■ Reducing on/off time can help reduce component wear 

and unit maintenance
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Call your Amana brand PTAC sales representative at 800-760-9212 for complete details. 
Before purchasing this appliance, read important information about its estimated annual energy 

consumption, yearly operating cost, or energy efficiency rating that is available from your retailer.

DIGISMART® PTAC CURTAIN GUARDS
Designed exclusively for Amana brand 
DigiSmart® R-410A refrigerant PTAC units

A legacy of comfort
The impeccable reputation of 
an American original

Amana heating and cooling systems are a part of the 
enduring legacy of one of America’s most recognized 
and respected brands. Originating eight decades ago in 
Amana, Iowa, the brand is synonymous with long-lasting, 
premium quality products — from home appliances 
to heating and air conditioning equipment. Chances 
are, you and generations before you have enjoyed the 
dependable performance and longevity the Amana 
brand continues to deliver.


